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ELOQUENCE
ELOQUENCE is a newsletter published by Doha Toastmasters club
for its members, that helps members achieve goals and acquire
values of Toastmasters International.

Toastmasters International Mission
We empower individuals to become more effective communicators
and leaders.

Club Mission
We provide a supportive and learning experience in which
members are empowered to develop communication and
leadership skills, resulting in greater self-confidence and personal
growth.

Toastmasters international Core values
Integrity
Respect
Service

Excellence

Toastmasters International Envisioned Future
To be the first choice provider of dynamic high-value, experiential
communication and leadership skills development.



A Toastmaster's Promise

• To attend club meetings regularly`
• To prepare all of my projects to the best of my ability, basing
them on the Toastmasters education program
• To prepare for and fulfill meeting assignments
• To provide fellow members with helpful, constructive
evaluations
• To help the club maintain the positive, friendly environment
necessary for all members to learn and grow
• To serve my club as an officer when called upon to do so
• To treat my fellow club members and our guests with respect
and courtesy
• To bring guests to club meetings so they can see the benefits
Toastmasters membership offers
• To adhere to the guidelines and rules for all Toastmasters
education and recognition programs
• To act within Toastmaster's core values of integrity, respect,
service and excellence during the conduct of all Toastmasters
activities

                          Doha Toastmaster's Club

Meeting Venue:   Topaz Hall, Holiday Villa Hotel, Doha               
                                 /Zoom Video Conferencing
Meeting Days:     First and Third Saturday of Every  month
Meeting Time:     7:00 pm till 9.30 pm
Website:                www.dohatoastmasters.org
Facebook:             https//facebook.com/groups/dohatoastmasters/
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From the Editor's Desk

Dear readers,
“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies, the man who

never reads lives only one.”
― George R.R. Martin, A Dance with Dragons

It’s my immense pleasure in presenting the first issue of
Eloquence for the term 2020-21.
As the world continues to grapple with corona virus pandemic
with the infections crossing the thirty million mark and over, the
toastmaster journey continued various means of video
conferencing platforms. Even though the direct meeting was
absent still with the team effort all the scheduled events are
conducted well. Thanks to all the leaders for their dedication and
hard work.
There have been so many achievements by the members of this
club in the past months. I have tried to incorporate all the
important events and recognition to the best of my knowledge.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of Eloquence as much as I
enjoyed making it.

“ Expect Beyond Excellence”

Nidhin P S
Vice President Public Relation 2020-21
Doha Toastmasters Club

Nidhin P S
Vice President Public Relation, 2020-21
Doha Toastmasters Club
Email:  nidhin7219@gmail.com



Know Your Executive Committee



It is indeed an honour and privilege to lead and serve the First and
foremost club of Qatar, our very own Doha Toastmasters club. I
thank each member of the club who believed in me and elected me
to serve you as President.
 I still remember my first day at Doha Toastmasters Club when I
participated in Table topics as a guest and failed miserably.  From
that day onwards, as I kept on participating in club meetings and
with the guidance from mentors and Senior leaders, slowly but
steadily I observed remarkable improvement in my confidence level.
Doha Toastmasters club has already completed 23 years since its
inception, achieved Excellence on many fronts and considered as
one of the topmost clubs of Qatar. When I took up the role of
president of one of the finest club of Qatar, I was in a dilemma that
we have achieved Excellence on almost all the fronts, what else we
can do.
But that’s where our New Ex-COM Team, comprising of leaders, each
one oozing Exuberance in whatever they do come up with this
solution. They said, there is a world beyond Excellence also.  
 Ex-Com 2020-21 have taken up the challenge to take all the
members beyond Excellence. Yes, Expect Beyond Excellence is the
theme of Ex-Com 2020-21.
You have full right to ask how we will achieve the dream of taking
this club beyond excellence.  Our Focus for the next term will be on
these 4 points.
1) Empowering the members
2) Creative and Fun-Filled meetings:
3) Pathways adaption to 100 %
4) Diverse Membership 
Dear members, we have all these plans and we will try our best to
execute to best of our capabilities, however, Ex-Com cannot do this
alone, we need support from each member to take this club beyond
the excellence.

Message From The President
Akash Bhutada
President, 2020-21
Doha Toastmasters Club
Email:  bbaakash@gmail.com



Message From The Program Quality Director

Manzoor Moideen , DTM
Program Quality Director, District 116
Toastmasters International
Email:  manzoormoideen@gmail.com

“If you are going to leave a legacy, make a mark on the world that
cannot be erased.” – Maya Angelou
That is what my Alma Mater, my home club, has been doing every
single year.  Doha Toastmasters being the first Toastmasters club
in Qatar has produced visionary leaders and empowering
speakers who have been serving at esteemed positions in
Toastmasters. An achievement that we, the members of the club
are proud of!!
Every year, Doha TM Club bends over backwards to be the
cynosure amongst other clubs in the District with Membership
growth, Educational achievements and other Accolades.  A club
that has been delivering excellence. What more could I ask for as
a proud member of the club and as the Program Quality Director
of District 116
Neither do I have to say it nor do I have to worry as I am sure this
year too Doha TM Club will continue delivering quality in terms of
meetings, role plays, pathways adoption, contest management,
education & training
I wish the club same energy, enthusiasm and eagerness to keep
on making a mark year after year by delivering nothing but
excellence



Message From The Vice President Education
Atul Hardas
Vice President Education 2020-21
Doha Toastmasters Club 
Email:  atulhardas@rediffmail.com

First, I would like to express my gratitude to the members of
Doha Toastmasters club, who have trusted me for the second
consecutive year and gave me the responsibility of the Vice
President Education for the year 2020-21. 
I remember the first meeting I attended of Doha Toastmasters
club was on 21st April 2018. Since then I am regularly attending
the club meetings. 
While attending the regular meetings I first started taking small
roles assigned by the then President or VPEs. While performing
the roles I started realizing that my confidence level is slowly
boosting. This boost in confidence always gave me the courage
to accept different roles, leadership positions in the club as well
as Division. 
Each role or each leadership position we perform at various
levels will always give us something positive to develop our
Communication or Leadership skills. 
Today I truly believe that Toastmasters is the best platform to
practice our Communication and Leadership styles and improve
it with our pace. But this is possible only when we say "Yes" to
the opportunities which come towards us by any means. If we
grab those opportunities in Toastmasters then nobody will stop
us to improve our Communication and Leadership goals.  

No role or position in Toastmasters is small or big. In
Toastmasters each member is learning from other members by
observing him or learning from their mentor. Sometimes, we
never know our performance may be the benchmark
performance for a particular role. Hence, We should not hesitate
to take any role though we are performing it the first time.



As the Vice President Education my message will be "do not say
no to any opportunities in Toastmasters, because those
opportunities are the ladder towards our success".

On my personal experience in Toastmasters it is worth to
mentionsay no to "No" and enjoy each and every learning
moment.

TM Atul Hardas
Vice President (Education)

Message From The Vice President Education



Fellow Toastmaster,

It is a pleasure to have you as the newest member of Club
Awesome. We take pride in providing a safe, respectful, and
encouraging environment for you to develop your communication
and leadership skills. We all want you to succeed in achieving your
goals.

I would like to welcome and thank all the new members of the
club who joined in the club in the year 2020-21 and help us
creating wonderful atmosphere

A Big Welcome To The New Members In Our Family 

Venkatesh Jeya Pandian
Planning & Claim Specialist -
Gulf Contracting Co. W.L.L

Sampath Kumar Kesavaraj
Material Management Officer -
North Oil Company

Priya Bhedi
Director
Prish Engibiz Solutions LLC

Derrick Mphumzi Smith
Founder and Vice-president -
International Walking Football Federation Qatar



Salma Mulla Supe 
Manager (Cyber Technology Risk)
Deloitte and Touche

Kamal Kumar
Assistant Manager  
Internal Audit (Teyseer Group of Companies)

Khalid Abu Hammad
 Engineer, Colonel (Retired)

Shweta Boddeti
Engineer and Homemaker

Ian Dmello
Manager internal audit
Teyseer Group Of Companies

A Big Welcome To The New Members In Our Family 



Introducing the word of the day is a ritual we partake at every
meeting. The grammarian signals the start of this ritual by
announcing whatever he or she has come equipped with. The
grammarian then throws open the celebrations by inviting
everyone to use the word liberally. And that’s when all mayhem
breaks loose!

Let me demonstrate how enthusiastically a word like ‘appalling’ is
embraced. Even before the grammarian takes his seat, the TMOD
would have shot off, “Thank you appalling Grammarian for your
appalling word, ‘appalling’.” For a moment I would have liked to
believe that, the TMOD mistook the word for ‘appealing’ because
appalling means ‘shocking’ or ‘of very poor quality’. We then
witness the entire club either struggling or scrambling to use the
word ‘appalling’, liberally! Imagine a Speech evaluator giving
feedback to a speaker that some aspect of the speech was
appalling?!! Or the General Evaluator giving the feedback that
some of the role-players were quite appalling!!! Appalling right?!!
Toastmastering teaches us not to use such negative expressions
while giving feedback. I for one would wish that I would never
have to describe anyone or any event as appalling! Then where is
the opportunity to use this word liberally at a meeting, and why
do grammarians introduce such words to us?!

Believe me, ignorant but well-meaning members at the meeting
would very enthusiastically continue to use the word appallingly
skewed!  But who cares as long as the Grammarian notes the
usage and gives the user recognition in the report!! The
grammarian seldom dispenses the responsibility of monitoring
incorrect and out of context uses of the word of the day. (Here I
struggle again to suppress my may-have-been appalling
reaction!)

Word of the Day!
Sunil Kumar Menon, DTM



friends, improving our vocabulary with any new word is one thing,
and introducing a word at a Toastmaster meeting is another. The
word introduced by the Grammarian should definitely be novel
which will embellish our vocabulary. But it should also be uplifting,
positive and enticing. It should be a word that embraces the core
values of Toastmasters – Integrity, Respect, Service and Excellence.
It should be a word that will bring on a smile, on both the user and
the receiver. The word of the day should empower us to engage
well with fellow toastmasters and enrich our existence!



1. Meet and Greet - A new avatar of Social Distancing with pre
meeting public banter.
2. Zoom in and Zoom Out- The ability to appear in and disappear
from meetings in a milliseconds.
3. Ubiquitous Toastmaster- The superpower to attend four TM 
meetings simultaneously.
4. Gallery View- Deep dark blackholes interspersed with vibrant
smiling faces
5. Speakers View -  Your only chance to be all over the screen.
6. Q & A Co-Ordinator- Your personal voice assistant.
7.  Zoom bomber- The empath who feels for the faceless audience.
8. Virtual Applause - Enthusiasm delegated
9. Chat Room- A Room to type/write silently.
10. Am I Audible? - I know I am not on mute
11. Am I visible?- All eyes on me please
12. Body Language Master- An innocent TM who keeps an eye on
everyone
13. Pining the Timer-  To pine for Red
14. Host and Co Host- Benign beings with supreme powers

Thanks and Regards
Niloufer Samal, DTM

“The Toastmaster's Lexicon for the Pandemic” 



Enough is enough.
Enough is enough.
You made this place one big trough
brimming with sludge, slime and slewy stuff;
c’mon folks, it's my time
to pay you back 
in parts, pills and pack
and reward your every crime -
Listen - you no more giant, me no more dwarf
Lets even out - this trade off
Enough is enough.
Oh what a tease it was -
cause or no cause
You plundered me,you drained me 
You strained me, you stained me
You ruined me; 

Enough Is Enough.
Jayakumar Menon, DTM



grabbing more than what you wanted
You took me for granted
Uprooting more than what you planted.
C’mon folks, how can I
after you left me dry and high
see you eye to eye
and not pay you back
In all colours, white and black.
Enough is enough.
Won't let, no more my water bed  
become your butter and bread 
Won’t let you, no more, my mountain peaks
be sitting lame ducks for you to raze, you freaks;
For long, on your ‘conquests’ you prided 
For long, the laws of nature you defied. 
Enough is enough
Now pay the price
For shamelessly devouring not twice, not thrice
But more than what really would suffice
Your place was on earth, not Venus, Not Mars
You left me with them all scars
You left me with space so sparse
Now take from me Covid, after Nipah, Mers and Sars  
Enough is enough.



Magical Environment

Rajeswar Sundaresan DTM
Past District Director -D116 Qatar

During a trip to San Francisco, I met Kevin Carroll author of the
book "Rules of the Red Rubber Ball." At the age of 7, his single
mother abandoned her three children, by leaving them inside a
parked truck, instructing them to remain there until she returns.
The kids waited for days without food peeping through the door
gap of the truck and often falling asleep in exhaustion. Their
mother left three kids for her to start life with her new partner. At
that young age, Kevin learned a valuable lesson "Every human
being nurtures strong need to Belong somewhere…., Wanted by
someone". As the story goes, the kids reached their grandparent's
house where a nearby playground, Kevin found a group of
children playing with a red rubber ball. "Amid the uncertainty of
my childhood, the playground become my sanctuary, a magical
environment where my worries, shame and low self-esteem
disappear," said Kevin

All of us make a constant search to find our playground, a magical
environment. Little things that happen there can make a big
difference in our lives as we feel alive and powerful, wanted and
loved, and more energetic and confident. The happenings there
becomes an obsession, and something difficult to live without
daydreaming about it. We find it as a pursuit of joy. 

When I moved to Qatar twenty years back, I felt lost since I was
both timid and circumspect. I was in a serious pursuit to belong
somewhere, known to others and to find out my passion. It was
the Doha Toastmasters Club that emerged as my best find.
Looking back, it was the right choice, a playground with a magical
environment. Over the years, it changed my life. The confidence
gained from Toastmasters apart from helping me in a very
challenging job took me to mantle important positions bringing
personal recognitions and satisfaction. 



Let us together shape Doha Toastmasters club, as a magical
environment for members to belong somewhere, wanted by
someone, an obsession to daydream about and importantly a
pursuit for learning and joy.

We can't leave our success to chance. As Marianne Williamson
wrote in "A Return to Love" and Nelson Mandela spoke in his
1994 inaugural address, Our playing small does not serve the
world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that
others won't feel insecure around us. We are all meant to shine.
When we let our light shine, we unconsciously permit for others
to do the same. 

Further, we all need to applaud our efforts and achievements.
The hearing and speech impaired people applaud by the simple
act of raising hands and shaking it. There is plenty of power in
that silent act, and when it becomes an internal cheering act, it
applauds with approval. The endeavour should be significant
accomplishments to cheer for self and others. 

"It is well to give when asked, but it is better to give unasked,
through understanding" - Kahlil Gibran



Creativity ---  fascinates and transforms our energy by exploring
ourselves that becomes our passion. 
I enjoy splashing beautiful colours on canvas. My two paintings Fly
with a vision 2022 and Nature’s Gift creates a beautiful moment of
memories. 
“Fly with a vision- 2022” is a symbolic bird,  Falcon. The National
bird of Qatar.  It’s a symbol of Power & Courage. It remains a
cherished part of Qatar Community and also guiding our children
the lessons of patience,  courage and self-discipline. 
“Nature’s Gift”,  just by viewing nature, listening to their own
created music increases the pleasant feelings within us. It’s a
pathway to human health and happiness. The shade of leaves that I
loved to paint is harmony and the magnificent source of energy
that heals and create a positive impact on our mind. Now it’s time
to understand that nature is more than a material resource.

The Artist
Namrata Nitin Tawde





It was in the year 2008. After deliberating for months, I took the
life transforming decision ie to join toastmasters.  Honestly, I did
not want to join toastmasters. I was scared of public speaking and
that too in English, No way!! As I had been reading a lot about TM
meetings in newspapers, I was curious to know what happens in a
TM Club. Eventually, I discovered that there were 22 clubs at that
time. I got even more confused. Which one to join? 

Finally I have visited one club in Qatar and decided, firmly decided
not to join Toastmasters Club. Because I believed, that was not my
cup of tea. Latter after six months, again visited the first club of
Qatar, ie Doha Toastmasters Club. The friendly atmosphere and
the warm welcome note attracted me and took the decision to
join the Club.

Well it was already destined that I would join a TM Club. And the
day came, when I had to present my first speech. I could not sleep
a night before. I was so nervous that I even thought of
discontinuing my membership.  I somehow dragged myself to the
meeting. I kept on drinking water. And my name was called out.  It
was as if my brain stopped working. Somehow I finished my
speech and returned to my seat. That was the day when I decided
that I would bend over backwards to master this art. The journey
was not easy. I faced challenges, I was grilled by my mentors,
roasted by evaluators but everything took me to the coveted title,
Distinguished Toastmaster. It took time…But it happened!!

My Journey in Doha Toastmasters Club.
Subair Pandavath DTM
Division A Director



Toastmasters gave me the confidence, confidence to participate
in speech contests in the year 2008.
I won the Club & Area level competition and became first runner
up for the humorous competition in Division contest in 2011.
I have taken up executive committee roles and I have been
elected as president of Doha Toastmasters for the year 2013-14.
That was something unexpected, unplanned and undecided. But
I am sure who ever proposed my name must have seen some
inherent capabilities in me. I became President for Qatar
Malayalam Toastmasters Club twice.

Baby Shower

A Little miracle sent from above
A boy to cuddle and love 

Congratulations TM. Jayaraj

Satvik Jayaraj



The Aha Moment
Niloufer Samal, DTM
Past President of DohaToastmasters Club

Dear distinguished toastmasters, when was the last time you took
up the role of the Ah Counter? 

Maybe in your very first meeting and then a few more times in the
first year at your club. And then the thrill of project speeches, level
completions and education modules took over. Being an Ah-
Counter was left to the newbies and other toastmasters. 

Well is it not time to press the replay button for this crucial role?.
And so, I approached my club Vice President Education. I wanted to
be the Ah Counter at the next meeting. He readily agreed. I dug up
an old script and started making changes. But then was a real
change being made by execution of this role?

Ahs, sos, likes, ums, rights, ands, they all creep into our speeches
unannounced. When you are speaking you are not aware of these
sounds.  It is the Ah-Counter who is listening carefully to your
speeches who counts and reports. And then it dawns on you, “Ah, I
had 7 ahs!!! . The Ah Counter is praised for a job well done and the
speaker makes a mental note of the crutch words used. At the next
meeting, the same ritual is repeated. This time the same speaker
had 10 ahs!!!  Are these vocal disfluencies here to stay? Are they
going to disrupt the rhythm and the flow of your speech again and
again? 

 Isn’t it time to add gravitas and utility to this role? Its time to go a
step further.  Here are some tips to eliminate the Ahs and Ums and
make a for a smooth flowing speech.



1. Embrace the Pause.
Vocalizing our discontinuities with filler words is the natural and
often the easy way out. But stop. Pause. Do not say anything at all.
Silence is a powerful tool, both for buying yourself time to collect
your thoughts and finding the next word and also for creating
impact on the audience.  Silence builds suspense and the audience
stays engaged. Turn this weakness into a strength. Embrace the
PAUSE.

2. Act and React
Every time an “Ah’ pops out, its time to make it real. Pinch yourself,
tap your leg, snap your fingers. Pair your crutch words with action.
This tactic will bring awareness and slowly you will be able to
substitute the pause for the pinch.

3. Preparation.
Practice, practice, practice. Fear and nervousness are the reasons for
filler words. So, prepare well and practice your speech over and over
again. The more confident you feel, lesser the Ahs and Ums, you
know.
Dear toastmasters, let's share these tips every single time you
execute this crucial role. Let all the counting count. Make a
difference and hear better, smoother speeches.

Niloufer Samal, DTM
Past President of Doha Toastmasters Club



Awards & Recognitions

Sunil Kumar Menon, DTM
Humorous Speech Champion
DTAC-District 116 - Year 2020-21

Rangamani Ravi, DTM
2nd Position, Table Topic Speech
Contest.
2nd Position, Evaluation Speech
Contest.
DTAC-District 116 - Year 2020-21



Doha Diamonds





Women's Day Celebration 





District Directorate 2020-21



Virtual Meeting Photo Gallery



Area -1 Contest 2019-20



Area Council & District Officers 2020-21



Newspaper Recognition


